How to Improve your quality control practices.

Tip #1

The first step in improvement starts by: practicing by doing.

But the most basic question to ask is:

How can you practice by doing quality control management, if you don’t have the basic equipment’s to use to test it.

You need to quantify it in order to qualify it.

That’s only done by equipping yourself by simple yet critical technologies to know basic but critical points (to test water activity, temperature, type of water and usability, PH, physical, chemical and microbiological hazards) and later observe the fluctuation in numbers for your observation to be objective.

This issue is of concern especially nowadays and is now highlighted in the Lebanese laws in quality management.

A simple test that cost you maybe 1$ a day will increase you profit and will protect you from being out of standards.

Let’s negotiate, if you are interested, what type of technologies that are a must have in your facility, turning the quality into numbers and this will be the solid ground to have PRP’s, GMP’s and even later on HACCP, ISO and later TQM.

Best Regards.
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